
 
 
 
1. Assembly 
 
a. Install the Belair 3000 like a conventional toilet seat: If necessary, first remove the 
old seat by loosening the screws on the sides of the toilet bowl (down below). 
 
b. Place the Belair 3000 on the toilet bowl and insert the eccentric screws (8) provided 
with the assembly kit through the eyes on the seat holder (7) and then through the 
holes in the toilet bowl. 
 
c. Before tightening the Belair screws with the provided nuts, make sure the sensor on 
the underside (4) is in contact with the rim of the toilet bowl when the seat (1) is 
lowered. If not, reposition the device until this is the case. Now tighten the nuts very 
firmly. 
 
d. Connect the device to the power supply by inserting the power adapter into a power 
socket. If no power socket is available in the toilet room, you can run the cable under 
the door to the outside and connect it to a standard extension cord if required. 
 
If necessary, use self-adhesive cable holders to guide the cable along the wall.   
Note: Do not leave any sections of the cable lying unsecured on the floor, as this 
would constitute a risk of falling and damage the device if accidentally pulled. 
 
 



2. Utilisation  
 
The sensor mounted on the underside activates the ventilation function when the user 
sits down on the seat. The gases are thus directly captured and eliminated.  
 
Avoid unnecessarily dropping the seat down onto the toilet bowl. Repeated dropping 
of the seat could damage the device. 
 
 
3. Cleaning  
 
Belair is cleaned like a normal toilet seat with commercially available toilet cleaners 
and a non-abrasive cloth.   
 
Note: Do not clean with a toilet brush or a soaking wet sponge as this could cause 
water to enter the air intake slots (6). In this case, the warranty becomes null and void.  
 
 
4. Changing the filter  
  
With the decrease of the filter’s effectiveness over time – after a period of one year at 
the latest – the filter (3) should be removed by simultaneously pressing on the snap-fit 
closures and lifting the cover of the filter housing (5) and subsequently replaced with a 
new filter. Filters can be purchased at any store where the devices are sold. Another 
option is to order a subscription for the filters. Simply use the enclosed order card or 
sign up at ...  
 
www.belair-swiss.ch   
 
... for the filter subscription system.  
  
Dispose of the old filter along with regular household waste. 
 
 
5. Troubleshooting  
 
a. Problem: The device does not switch on.  
> Is the adapter of the device correctly plugged in? If not, plug in the adapter in the 
correct manner. You might also need to check the fuses or circuit breakers for that 
particular outlet.  
> Does the protruding sensor on the underside of the seat come into contact with the 
toilet bowl when the seat is lowered? If not, loosen the screws and reposition the 
device until sensor touches the toilet bowl. Tighten the screws again. 
 
 



b. Problem: The device does not eliminate odours.  
> Is a filter inserted? Check whether a filter is contained in the filter housing (at the 
back). If yes, the filter might be used up (after approx. one year). If the filter has gotten 
wet, it could be that it is no longer effective. Insert a new filter.  
See www.belair-swiss.ch. 
 
c. Problem: The lid (2) has become detached from the seat.  
> The lid can be detached from the seat for cleaning. To reattach it, simply place it 
back onto the two nubs on the sides of the seat. 
 
 
6. Warranty  
 
As the manufacturer, we offer a warranty for this device valid for one year from the 
date of purchase. Within this warranty period, we will remedy all defects due to 
material or manufacturing defects at no charge, either through repair or exchange as 
we see fit. The warranty can be claimed in all countries where Belair is sold by 
authorised retailers.  
 
Excluded from warranty coverage are: damage from improper use, normal wear and 
tear as well as defects that only insignificantly affect the value or usability of the 
device.   
 
If the product is worked on by agents other than authorised Belair customer service 
partners or if replacement parts are used that were not provided by Belair, the 
warranty becomes null and void.  
For warranty claims, please properly clean and disinfect the device and send it along 
with the proof of purchase to an authorised Belair customer service partner. 
Uncleaned devices will not be accepted.  
 
 
Technical specifications:  
- Voltage/Power:   
220-230 volts / 2.8 watts  
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Belair 3000 
 
Operating instructions (E)  
 
 
Congratulations on your purchase!  
Belair is a product that provides for effective removal of odours in toilet rooms. It 
upholds the highest standards of comfort, functionality, quality, design and energy 
efficiency.  
  
Belair is a toilet seat with an integrated filter that quickly and efficiently eliminates 
unpleasant gases before they become dispersed into the surrounding environment.   
  
Adjustable screws allow for simple assembly and disassembly of the device on most 
toilet bowls.   
  
The device requires less than a tenth of the energy of conventional bathroom 
ventilation systems and saves on the loss of heating energy during cold periods of the 
year.   
  
Please carefully read through the operating instructions in their entirety 
before putting the device into operation. 
 
 
 
Note!  
- Prior to operation, please check to make sure your voltage system corresponds to 
the voltage indicated for the device (220-230 volts).  
- Never clean the device when the filter housing is open.  
- Make sure that no water or other fluid enters the air intake slots. Any fluid inside the 
device could cause permanent damage.  
- Children or individuals with limited physical, sensory or mental capacities should only 
employ this product after a thorough explanation of how to use devices connected to 
electric power.  
 


